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ABSTRACT: Every democratic country has its own law in order to perform various activities in their land. The democratic nation has to conduct an election to choose a leader who will be have responsibility to take the decision own behalf of rest of the people of the nation in every circumstances. Therefore, it is necessary to follow specific code of conduct during the course of the election in order to maintain dignity. The code of the conduct gives an assurance that every political party will show the high standard of the public as well as ethics and this is at voluntarily act by each party, although, there is a need to keep an eye on the activities of the political party to obey the model code. The current paper has been writing to focus the issues and implication of the model code in election time and also explain the interpretation of the various sayings in the model code of conduct along with application and the way by which it help to strengthened the democracy.
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INTRODUCTION

In literature on democratic improvements including respectable democratic observes, a Model Code of Conduct is defined as a set of basic norms and ethical codes for political parties, individual candidates including supporters, and the current administration to maintain free and fair election competition. The creation of codes is considered as a response to challenges that republics have faced in transformation to illustrative democracy, as a means of fostering a dogmatic climate conducive to lifetime engagement to multi pluralism as well as democratic procedure. Though, there is disagreement about whether these standards should exist at all, and whether they've been attentive on mandatory enforcement and the approval process of collective moral principles, or whether they'll be fully integrated into besides enacted legislation, with sufficient punishments for failure to comply[1].

In state of Kerala, Model Code of Conduct remained first established in 1960. The Model Code was structured for voluntary implementation, resulting from a broad consensus among state political parties.
While the Model Code has no legislative basis, it has developed over the years as integral part of leading fair besides free elections in India as a whole. It has ceased to be a common moral code in the course of this evolution and has come to assume the position of a set of prescriptive rules codified and enforced by India's electoral commission, Taking advantage of the pool of powers bestowed on it by the Constitution of India to supervise, direct and control elections.

Although the origin of the Model Code was in fact an arrangement between partisan festivities, its implementation led to disagreements concluded its substance and compliance actions. The means in which contests were determined shows a different trajectory in the direction of enshrining Election Commission from its original function as a "arbitrator institution' modifiable conduct of political festivities conferring to instructions set out by political festivities, which presumed function of an enforcement group, wresting from framework of political parties and decide the rules for unbiased electoral play (Fig.1).

The cycle of this change can see as gone finished two separate phases: post-internal spare period and 1979 creativity of Election Commission to introduce its own version of Code of Conduct, and period from 1992 onwards, obvious by extension of Election Commission's powers in addition to leading to merging of its powers in succeeding through this era of alliance of Election Commission's powers, Code of Conduct appeared as an apparatus of regulatory regulator and, subsequently, as a contested ground in which political revelries besides Election Commission inaccessible horns [2].

![Fig.1 Main Attribute of a Democratic Nation](image-url)
The specific laws or permissible organizations at exertion before besides after election times need to be clarified before continuing. The 1950 and 1951 Representation of the People Acts (RPA), which provides the legislative basis for holding elections in India, defines offenses that can be dedicated by personalities during elections. Nonetheless, Model Code of Conduct executed an innovation by on condition that political parties with a punitive system, permitting Commission to call political festivities to order, making them answerable for actions of specific followers.

However, although permissible mechanisms relating to democratic offenses and immoral carry out under RPAs originate into force after democratic procedure is over, Code of Conduct originates into play throughout election time, safeguarding Commission's direct corrective control finished political parties, as long as a mechanism of extra legality to bridge legal vacuum. Furthermore, it must be renowned that selection petitions under RPAs have to be completed after selection process is over, Code per se cannot be practical as rule, reliable offenses under Indian penal besides criminal codes and other laws that continue to be appealed to volume separate offenders during election [3].

**AS LONG AS A EQUAL SINGING FIELD: ADVENT OF A MODEL CODE OF COMPORMENT**

While political groups are frequently criticized for criminalizing politics, he claims that they are responsible for the formation of the Model Code of Conduct. CEC Qureshi described the Model Code of Conduct as “largest” political party contribution, explaining how it works as follows: It was established not by legislation, but by a deal made by all politicians to that effect. It functioned well because all governments as well as power institutions followed the limits it imposed constant fail. The Model Code of Conduct had been established, the CEC had stated a few days before, speaking at Indian Election Commission's Diamond Jubilee festivities.

![Fig.2 Constitutional Bodies Meant To Be Formed To Perform These Activity](Image)
The history of invention of model code in election is not too old as it is first time come into picture in Kerala state during the 1960 in the assembly election. This come into force as the collaborative efforts have been made out by the major political parties along with government of Kerala, high court of the state and state election commission. The aim of the code of conduct is to keep an eye on the techniques, way of campaigning, and amount of money as well as criminal intentions of candidate who wants to fight election under the banner of some political party or as an individual. The Election Directive's documents of six presidential elections it held between 1951–53 and 1978, which are digitized and available on Election Commission's website, are a significant resource for learning how the Model Code of Ethics was implemented in its early years (Fig.2).

This documentation of the model code has given the emphasis over the consensus in such a manner that what should be the limitation of the campaigning in term of the money and power involvement, apart from this, code will make sure that the people will take the election seriously and honesty and does not make this as a matter of the pride, but think that this is the mandate of the people to whom wants to share the democratic power and work after whom the seat for the progress of the people and country and make them capable in every aspect of life (Fig.3), and also ensure law and order and natural calamity situation under control.
The Election Commission accepted the Model Code's utility in the 1960 hotly contested electorate in its research proposal on the General Elections in India, and judgement it completed to transfer code to all recognized political festivities but also administrations, urging them to assurance that parties going to contest appointments adopt code. According to Election Commission's interpretive intelligences, the Commission's role in implementing Model Code was limited toward obtaining political festivities' permission, enjoining, besides persuading to comply with standards that opposition groups had fashioned and agreed to obey. However, it appears that creation of a comprehensive code, which included special clauses to limit the ruling major party powers and responsibilities, was also a problem. These would primarily concern the use of government resources to give the ruling party an undue advantage during the election campaign.

On the other side, another criteria could be defined clearly to deliver a level singing field for parties, ensuring that controlling party does not have an undue advantage. The date of the Model Code of Conduct's coming into force is significant in this regard. From that point forward, the Election Commission's environment to ensure becomes more essential, the political executive's power is postponed, military gathering can indeed be bridged, and main leaders can be protected. It's hardly surprising, then, that the Model Code's effective date has been a point of controversy amongst Election Commission besides government's major parties [4].

**MODEL CODE OF CONDUCT**

The advantage of moral code of conduct have seen in such a way that it is help full to strengthened the current situation and people and political party have to more adhere with the holistic approach of the law and order and also assist the foolproof conduction of the election as some of the so called powerful leader and people are under vigilance of the law and election commission just to ensure the impartial conduction of the election. Therefore, it is need to compliance with the code of conduct with a great spirit of the patriotism. The democracy has a mean to choose a government unbiased that have the maximum people support. However, the contest's path can be traced further back, when Election Commission claimed responsibility for deciding rules of election game, in accordance with its constitutional role to supervise elections. While history of Model Code debate may be divided into two distinct periods—the post-Emergency time leading up to Model Code's formulation by Election Commission, and Model Code's formulation by the Election Commission.

The emphasis on 1990s surpasses a previous period of "involvement" that can outlined to post-emergency time frame and election of 1978. Although 1990s had explained as “activist" chapter of Election Commission, often related with self-assured personality traits of particular election apparatchiks, focus on 1990s overshadows an unbroken lineage of "activism" that can outlined to comment period and election of 1978. Along with Janata Party's insignia of a farmer and plough and Congress as "Join Indira Gandhi — Vote Cow and Calf of Congress Party," Election Commission posted posters encouraging voters to vote without fear.
Just to make sure that every person should aware about the conduct limitation during the election, therefore election commission fixed many poster and hoarding at various sites where the election is going to happen. These poster just showing that vote should be given without fear and vote is also a basic right of every person, everybody must cast their vote to choose a better government and make democracy even more powerful so that importance of the people will highlight in the democracy. The Election Commission, on the other hand, was thrust into public eye as an entity tasked with carrying out legitimate mandate of "fair besides free" elections. This were especially true before and Emergency, when political intervention in judicial decision-making had tarnished the courts' credibility. During that time, Model Code evolved from a "decided set of dos besides don'ts" between political parties to a mechanism intended at restraining ruling party in order to reduce its democratic advantage.

THE REGULATING MEASURES TAKEN BY AUTHORIZED ORGANIZATION

In a recent lecture in Hyderabad, a former CEC bemoaned the Election Agency's lack of influences to action on primary season infractions after Code was eradicated. The most major and problematic consequence of Model Code is the scrutiny under Election Commission placed aspirants during "election season," predominantly those affiliated to dominant party. In this case, the length of time that Model Code is implemented is critical. The issue of the exact start and end dates of the Model Code has sparked contentious arguments between political parties as well as Election Commission, causing political parties to seek redress in the courts.

Political parties have pushed for Language Specification to be as short as possible, disputing the meaning of the word "starting" of elections, which is date Code enters consequence. The Election Commission ruled that "jump" refers to day Council announces the election timetable and the Model Code takes effect on that time. In a rare display of unity, political forces from all walks of life, as well as the federal and state governments, define "starting" as the day on which the president or governor issues a formal notice of the campaign following the electoral commission's proclamation of the election.

The political parties have maintained that, unlike notification of elections, the election notification date is "not a statutorily established date." Rendering to them, disagreement about "announcement" as the date on which Model Code takes effect will put election in hands of the Election Commission, which might announce election on any day long ahead of commencement of statutory procedure, which commenced with notification.

As a result, it directed a communication to authority stating that Model Enigma will take effect on March 5, date along which Commission avowed local election to be held. It did not, however, "a prima facie estimation on this constituent of case." It's worth noting that courts would have drawn parties’ attention to Model Code's contested legitimacy rather than fixing dispute. Even as it reminded parties involved of their constitutional
requirements to fulfil their various positions with shared regard, it also reminded them of their constitutional obligations.

Despite the fact that it appeared to be a non-player in democratic game, the Court opened the door to become a substantial role in dispute by requesting Commission to seek "directions" for legal deed from court. The Election Commission announced calendar for assembly polls to Andhra Pradesh assembly while aforementioned written supplication was ongoing before Supreme Court. After Commission decided to declare elections, Telugu Desam Party, as opposing party, filed a petition with Andhra Pradesh Court, questioning judge to Congress-led government not to instrument any defensive initiatives or involvement procedures in violation of Code. Unlike the various cases involving selections, the High Court of Punjab and Haryana overturned Election Commission's position that it was required to contribute to take necessary measures for behavior of fair in addition to free elections even before request was assumed, that is, electoral official statement itself, for behavior of the election..

**DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION**

Ironically, disqualification of standard power during voting season in addition to institutionalization of environments underneath which popular dominion can be reassured occurs finished partially replacing power with another type of power: electricity of Election Committee to ascertain, with complete discretion, time specifications of political operations during which its different powers in addition to also Model Code will in effect. The Model Code, on the other hand, is notable in that it has no clear legal basis, and Model Code was not followed by Parliament. The Election Commission's greater authority, as well as unexpected powers derived after it, are based on the Model Code's application to a developed moral order.

Adoption of Model Code's values is also seen by both major groups as a unique joint gesture of political integrity as well as collective ethics. In terms of concept of corpus delicata, the Code is understood as an honest force arising from normative concepts about how dogmatic parties should comportment themselves in autonomous processes as voting to promote fairness amongst political festivities. The idea of justice is used in order to harness those in power, who clearly have chance to enhance themselves. Although the morals and ethical factors linked with Model Code can be overlooked, importance of voluntarism as proper shape of compliance in addition to most commonly practiced style of adherence should not be overlooked. The Model Code was introduced after recent assembly elections to rein in powerful political figures such as state chief ministers in addition to other politicians who suggested Model Code be revisited.
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